
farOpen Art Trail 2022
2ND-10TH JULY 2022

Please check opening days and times in the brochure for each studio you’re 

intending on visiting as these vary between artists 

Sign up for live events, updates and artist info via our website

Group Exhibition at Dean Heritage Museum 25th June - 10th July Open Daily 10:30 - 15:30

16

Route Planners have been designed to help you map out your journey 
to visit studios within close proximity to each other and include nearby 

cafes or pubs to collect your brochure & pause for refreshments

LOOK FOR THESE SIGNS AT EACH LOCATION



farOpen Art Trail 2022
ROUTE PLANNER D: STUDIOS 50, 30, 12, 27, 52, 56

AWRE - BULLO PILL - NEWNHAM ON SEVERN 
Sara Ulyatt, Impsandthings – Pete Simpson, Blantons Designs by Alexandra Stewart, Furzie –Michelle Hickman & 

John Hickman, Sharon Harvey, TKB Presses – Tony Kossykh- Bearman, Carolyn Black, Jenny Jop, Sharon Foley.

What an eye catching bunch of artists I have in store for you down along the River Severn 
starting with a couple in Awre and Bullo Pill before offering you the opportunity to browse 

several artists studios at leisure in the thriving village of Newnham on Severn

You’re warmly invited to stop for refreshments & collect your brochure with full 
artist directory from the following places along this route:The Shop at the Ship 
(Newnham on Severn), The Silver Fox (Newnham on Severn), The White Hart 
(Broadoak), The Lyon at (Westbury on Severn) and the Red Hart (Blaisdon) 

Although you may want to start your tour in Newnham, I would suggest beginning here at 
Awre Village Hall to soak up the captivating work of Sarah Ulyatt at Studio 50.  Her art is 
always evolving as she develops her style in several disciplines using fluid acrylic, inks & 
watercolour, alternating between abstract and landscapes.  The stunning scenery of the 
Forest of Dean and the sweeping vista of the River Severn offer constant & ever changing 
inspiration for her work, whether she’s working on an abstract landscape or trying to capture 
a fleeting moment in time. Sometimes just a glimpse of a colour in the sky will ignite an 
idea for her!   She has also been upcycling her left over or ‘drip off’ acrylic paint to make the 
loveliest unique pendants which are perfect for gifting! With outside seating, you’ll be able to 
take advantage of the sunshine before moseying along to Bullo Pill.  
(Easy parking and toilet facilities available) 



For those of you who love a bit of fantasy and the magical, you’re going to love exploring Pete 
Simpson’s Impsandthings at Studio 30 in Bullo Pill. Trolls direct you down to the garden 
studio where you’ll meet strange forest folk, imps, trolls, witches, shamans, dragons and his 
latest K-2SO inspired characters. It’s a place to truly immerse yourself in the imaginary world 
of these characterful polymer clay and mixed material figures which are exquisitely finished.

A quick drive up to Newnham with it’s thriving community of independent shops, you will find 
the most gorgeous jewellery by Alexandra Stewart  of Blantons Designs  located at Studio 
12. She designs and makes jewellery using semi-precious gemstones, freshwater pearls 
and abalone (paua) shell with sterling silver, silver plate or copper. Whilst some pieces are 
distinctly bohemian, others are more traditionally classy  but each design is a one off, unusual 
but very wearable. She loves working with gemstones and particularly some of the lesser 
known  - she finds the colours mesmerising and usually looks to the stones to dictate what 
jewellery they’ll become. She also offers repairs and reworks customers’ own jewellery and 
heirlooms to give them a fresh lease on life so do stop in for a browse and chat. 



Not far  from there at The Old Courthouse, you will find Studio 27 where Michelle Hickman  
of Furzie will be showcasing her sculpture, felting and needlefelt. She creates sculptures of 
people and animals from wool, needle-felted around a wire armature with an element of 
humour. Her commissions have sold worldwide and, for the past seven years, she has been 
much in demand, teaching the craft at venues across the country. Michelle also experiments 
with wet-felting and nuno felting and there will be works of all disciplines on display

Showing alongside is  photographer John Hickman who’s theme this year is “Remainders and 
Reminders”. On display will be this enigmatic series of photos depicting places and objects 
which are no longer in use but still have a story to tell at Studio 27.



A stone’s throw away is Studio 52 where Sharon Harvey’s atmospheric landscape paintings 
and vibrant botanicals are inspired by nature whether that be floral forms, an endless 
horizon, or the rugged coastlines of the UK. Sketching on location, she draws inspiration from 
shapes, patterns and textures to capture the mood of the place or a moment in time before 
turning them into showstopping pieces for your home. Having recently moved to the village 
of Newnham, she is excited to explore the new experiences and landscapes of the river or 
forest and is looking forward to offering you a warm welcome. 

If you haven’t already, make sure you’ve replenished your energy at one of the nearby cafes 
before heading into Studio 56 where several artists are exhibiting togther at the recently 
renovated Severnside Press. Now operating as an elegant B&B, their gorgeous front rooms will 
form the back drop for work displayed by Tony Kossykh- Bearman - TKB Presses, Carolyn 
Black, Jenny Jop, Sharon Foley. 



Tony Kossykh-Bearman of TKB Presses at Studio 56 is a small maker of bespoke seaweed 
pressings foraged in the West Country and the rest of the British Islands. Every single 
seaweed portrait is created using the finest natural materials and time-honoured techniques 
to produce the most intriguing and delicate pictures. Limited edition giclée prints and 
greeting cards are also available.

Studio 56 Carolyn Black
In 2022, drawing and print-making became Carolyn Black’s priority, in additon to her 
filmmaking, which she uses as a tool to understand and sense the landscape. Much of her 
new work relates to future flooding as sea levels rise and the need to raise awareness and 
prepare for their consequences. “Severn Flooding 2030”, an A5 reductive lino cut pictured 
above right, is one such work which speaks about the prospective landscape - how it will look 
- in the not too distant future. Her fabulous book of Severside panoramic drawings will be 
available to buy too. 



Having worked as an artist and illustrator for over 30 years, Jenny Jop at Studio 56 has 
always been drawn to the immediacy of collage. Her paper happenings explore themes of 
feminism, love, beauty and loss and are a body of work begun during the pandemic - making 
sense out of chaos - to create outcomes which are surprising, cathartic and  meaningful. 
Once described by someone as ‘sweetly violent’ the collages are created using interesting 
juxtapositions to produce unexpected narratives. 

Glass artist Sharon Foley will be showcasing her kiln formed glass and mixed media pieces 
in this group show at Studio 56. As with many of our artists, she finds her surroundings 
inspirational: “Striding through the woods I look, I see, I feel, I question. What would that 
look like if it was made from glass?” With these thoughts she challenges herself to translate 
observation into vitreous transparency. Light passes through and bounces off glass revealing 
a magical honesty in these interesting glass forms which are well worth a look. 

Please check each artist’s opening hours on their directory page to ensure you can visit in that order 
on any particular day. For any change to times or live events happening, please subscribe to our 

mailing list and follow us on Instagram and Facebook. 

www.faropen.co.uk


